
Stop Doubting, Start Dominating
You’ve learned a lot of information in very little time, but the good news is that you’re 
already halfway there. By the time many people get to this point, though, they've already 
had a familiar little voice start speaking up in the back of their minds.

You've probably heard this voice in the past telling you to try a ton of different strategies in 
the hopes that one might actually work. That voice has probably told you that other 
people's wrongful actions justify your own. Maybe it's even told you that things will just get 
better on their own at some point. 

We call this voice "The Doubter," and we've all got one inside of us. The doubter tells us what 
we want to hear. It tries to justify our current state of affairs, and it’s tempting to listen to the 
voice simply because it’s been with us for so long. Maybe it says CryptoDonations are too 
difficult. Perhaps it tells you all churches are having difficulties and there’s nothing you can 
do. 

When it comes down to it, though, that voice is just trying to hold you back. In the small 
amount of time you’ve been taking this course, you’ve already learned half of what you 
need to know to increase giving in your church. You’ve come further than The Doubter is 
comfortable with, so it’s time to finish strong. 

What should you do about that voice? Kill it. Stop doubting and start dominating. Don’t 
wait until later - do it now. The Bible tells us that if our right eye causes us to sin, we should 
pluck it out and move forward. Do the same with The Doubter, and don’t stop trudging 
forward for any reason.

God is with us in everything we do, so push forward and finish strong. You’re almost there. 


